Necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality in the control of linear differential systems x = Ax+Bu with Stieltjes boundary conditions J'jdv{t) x{t) = 0, where i > is an r x n matrix valued measure of bounded variation, are obtained. Feedback-like control is given in the case of quadratic performance.
Variational control problems 435 We shall study optimal control problems of the following type. Let <?/ ad be the set consisting of all ueL}J_t 0) 
(t) = A(t)<j>{t) + B(t) u(t),
where A(t), B(t) are n x n and n x m continuous matrices respectively,
dv(t)<f>(t) = Q,
where v is an r x n matrix-valued measure of bounded variation.
The pair (<f>, u) is said to be an admissible pair. Let / be a real-valued function on the set of all admissible pairs: 
In what follows, we want to characterize such an optimal pair ($, u).
Preliminaries
In this section we shall derive an integration by parts formula. Our development parallels that of Brown and Krall [3] . (7) is zero.) Therefore the right-hand side of (7) becomes f h d [4] Variational control problems 437
Necessary conditions for optimality
The following development is an extension of those in [4, pp. 47-59] and [2, sections 5-7] . Suppose that (p,ii) is a local solution to (5) . Let u = u and <f> corresponds to ii+eSu. Then we know 
Now consider the value J($+e8<f>,ii+e8u)-J(<j>,u). Let
H(t, x, u,p) = L{t, x, u) +p T f(t, x, u) with f{t,x,u)=Ax+Bu, peR n .
Then, along the path (<?(/), u(t)), t e [t 0 , t x ]
and peP, [5] 
at (t lt <f>(tj) and f,u,p,H(t,f,u,p) are simplified notations for $(t), u(t),p(t), H(t,$(t),u(t),p(t)). The use of Lemma 2.1 and the fact 8<f>(t 0 ) = 0 then gives

e8<f>,ii + e8u) -J($, u)
+ o(e)
On the other hand, let p be such that
where p is still undetermined because b is arbitrary. We want to choose p such that 8ii is admissible, that is, then, from (8) and using the fact that /(<£, u) is a local minimum, we have
where 8<f> corresponds to 8u. Further, (12) is easily seen to be equivalent to The above equation can be written as
where M is an r x r matrix and k is an r-vector. 
where H(t, x, u,p)sL{t, x, u) +p T (Ax+Bu).
We now give conditions under which Theorem 3.1 becomes sufficient. COROLLARY 
Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds and that J is convex on the set of all admissible pairs. Then, in order for ($, u) to be a solution of (5), it is necessary and sufficient that the relations in Theorem 3.1 hold.
PROOF. By Theorem 3.1, we need only to prove the sufficient part.
Suppose the relations in Theorem 3.1 hold. Then this means that
J(<j> + e((f>-<f>),u+e(u-«))-/($,it)>o(e)
for all ue^a d .
Since J is convex with respect to (<f>, u), we have
J((f>,u)-J($,u)>l/e[J($+E(<f>-<f>),u+e(u-u)-J($,ii)]
for all 0 < e < l .
Hence J(<f>,u)-J(f,u)^o(e)/e. Letting £->0 we have J(<f>,u)^J($,u).
REMARK. Assumption 3.1 may be regarded as an extended controllability condition by the following observation.
First, from the derivation of Theorem 3. Since v s {S} = 0 whenever S does not contain t ly we may choose the constant c suitably, and our problem becomes a problem with the rth components (i = 1,..., r) of the terminal state fixed.
we see that if the constraint fydv(t)<f>(t) = 0 is replaced by fydv(t)<f>(t) = c,
Finally, M becomes
D f Vi, h which is nonsingular if JJj Ofo, T) B(T) B r (j) 4>
T (t lt T) </T is nonsingular, and the latter is the usual controllability condition.
Linear quadratic problem
For the important special case when / is quadratic, we have (5), it is necessary and sufficient that ($,u) satisfies the following differential-boundary systems:
where <•, •> denotes the inner product of R n or R m and F,Q(t)^0,R(t)>0 for amost all t in [t 0 , / x ]. 77ze«, in order for ($, u) to be a solution of
PROOF. The above proposition follows from Corollary 3.1 and the fact that / is convex on the set of all admissible pairs.
Next, we want to construct a feedback structure for the optimal control. We start by assuming that
where K{t),f{t) are to be determined. Differentiating (23) 
REMARK. For the development of K, one may consult (2, sections 9-3) and [1, pp. 23-26] .
We note that the existence of solution of the Riccati equation (26) is independent of v, and one may show that this existence is implied by the existence of minimal J with v = 0, which is always the case (see, for example, [1, pp. 23-28] and BH/du = u+p = 0 a.e. implies
( -}(2)-2b,
After some calculations, we have [12]
Variational control problems 445
To determine a closed-loop optimal control, we finally have to solve equations (26) and (27 . <*,<!.
M =
and where 6 is to be determined by the boundary conditions.
Conclusions
We have studied the problem of optimal control for linear systems with Stieltjes boundary conditions with unconstrained controls. The necessary conditions for optimality are represented by a system of differential-boundary equations. Under some convexity requirement on J, these become sufficient as well. When J is quadratic, an optimal feedback control has been constructed and an example has been presented to illustrate our results.
